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1 A particle moves up a line of greatest slope of a rough plane inclined at an angle! to the horizontal,
where sin! = 0.28. The coefficient of friction between the particle and the plane is1

3.

(i) Show that the acceleration of the particle is−6 m s−2. [3]

(ii) Given that the particle’s initial speed is 5.4 m s−1, find the distance that the particle travels up the
plane. [2]

2

A

B

1.6 m

h m

ParticleA of mass 0.2 kg and particleB of mass 0.6 kg are attached to the ends of a light inextensible
string. The string passes over a fixed smooth pulley.B is held at rest at a height of 1.6 m above the
floor. A hangs freely at a height ofh m above the floor. Both straight parts of the string are vertical
(see diagram).B is released and both particles start to move. WhenB reaches the floor it remains at
rest, butA continues to move vertically upwards until it reaches a height of 3 m above the floor. Find
the speed ofB immediately before it hits the floor, and hence find the value of h. [6]

3
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A particleP of mass 1.05 kg is attached to one end of each of two light inextensible strings, of lengths
2.6 m and 1.25 m. The other ends of the strings are attached to fixed pointsA andB, which are at the
same horizontal level.P hangs in equilibrium at a point 1 m below the level ofA andB (see diagram).
Find the tensions in the strings. [6]
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4 A box of mass 30 kg is at rest on a rough plane inclined at an angle ! to the horizontal, where
sin! = 0.1, acted on by a force of magnitude 40 N. The force acts upwards and parallel to a line of
greatest slope of the plane. The box is on the point of slipping up the plane.

(i) Find the coefficient of friction between the box and the plane. [5]

The force of magnitude 40 N is removed.

(ii) Determine, giving a reason, whether or not the box remains inequilibrium. [2]

5 A car travels in a straight line fromA to B, a distance of 12 km, taking 552 seconds. The car starts
from rest atA and accelerates forT1 s at 0.3 m s−2, reaching a speed ofV m s−1. The car then continues
to move atV m s−1 for T2 s. It then decelerates forT3 s at 1 m s−2, coming to rest atB.

(i) Sketch the velocity-time graph for the motion and expressT1 andT3 in terms ofV. [3]

(ii) Express the total distance travelled in terms ofV and show that 13V2 − 3312V + 72 000= 0.
Hence find the value ofV. [5]

6 A lorry of mass 12 500 kg travels along a road fromA to C passing through a pointB. The resistance
to motion of the lorry is 4800 N for the whole journey fromA to C.

(i) The sectionAB of the road is straight and horizontal. On this section of theroad the power of
the lorry’s engine is constant and equal to 144 kW. The speed of the lorry atA is 16 m s−1 and its
acceleration atB is 0.096 m s−2. Find the acceleration of the lorry atA and show that its speed
at B is 24 m s−1. [3]

(ii) The sectionBC of the road has length 500 m, is straight and inclined upwardstowardsC. On
this section of the road the lorry’s driving force is constant and equal to 5800 N. The speed of
the lorry atC is 16 m s−1. Find the height ofC above the level ofAB. [5]

7 A vehicle starts from rest at a pointO and moves in a straight line. Its speedv m s−1 at timet seconds
after leavingO is defined as follows.

For 0≤ t ≤ 60, v = k1t − 0.005t2,

for t ≥ 60, v =
k2

ït
.

The distance travelled by the vehicle during the first 60 s is 540 m.

(i) Find the value of the constantk1 and show thatk2 = 12
��60� . [5]

(ii) Find an expression in terms oft for the total distance travelled whent ≥ 60. [2]

(iii) Find the speed of the vehicle when it has travelled a total distance of 1260 m. [3]
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